
 

 

Conversation_7: Gary and Jeff 
 
1 Gary Jeff where did you go last year? 
2 Jeff to Mexico .. and you? 
3 Gary yeah I went with you. 
4 Jeff ((laughs))  
5 Gary yeah, 
6  we went together to Mexico and uhm- 
7  .. 
8  it was really good, wunnit Jeff? 
9 Jeff it was probably the best holiday I've been o n. 
10 Gary yeah.  
11  so what did you get up to? 
12  or what do we get up to when we were over there ?   
13 Jeff a lot of drinking.  
14 Gary yeah drinking.  
15  uhm=  
16 Jeff girls. 
 Gary =kamikazes.  
18 Jeff girls. 
19 Gary yeah and a bit scuba diving.   
20 Jeff yeah.  
21 Gary yeah. 
22  that was really good.  
23  we dived in some caves didn't we? 
24 Jeff I didn't cos I [got sick].  
25 Gary [oh yeah], he got sick.  
26  I dived in some caves.  
  they were really good though pulled some muscles 
27  and uhm-  
28  yeah  
29  excited about this year's holiday?  
30 Jeff JAMAICA.   
31 Gary yeah, [Jamaica].  
32 Jeff [should be] fun.  
33 Gary that should be really really good.  
34 Jeff plenty of uh sun and drink. 
35 Gary yeah. 
36 Jeff more sun.  
37 Gary yeah 
38  .. 
39 Jeff ((laughs))  
40 Gary and eh lots of good stuff,  
41  but first we got to do that A levels, didn't we ? 
42 Jeff not looking forward to those tests.  
43 Gary no. 
44  what you taking Jeff? 
45 Jeff psychology government politics geography an d  
  English.  
46 Gary oh okay.   
47 Jeff and you're taking? 
48 Gary I'm taking French German English and politi cs  



 

 

49  ... 
50 Jeff nice selection 
51 Gary yeah, it's pretty hard though.  
52 Jeff yeah.  
53   so my first psychology exam was- 
54 Gary was it hard? 
55 Jeff it w[as hard].  
56 Gary [oh, I] passed my theory test today Jeff, m y  
  [driving test]. 
57 Jeff [congratulations]. 
58   congratulations. 
59 Gary I got fifty out of fifty.  
60  .. 
61  yeah.  
62 Jeff very good. 
63  ((laughs)) 
64 Gary yeah. 
65  it was really good.  
66  you come to the fright night? 
67 Jeff unfortunately I haven't, 
68  but I do actually really wanna go to one of the m. 
69 Gary yeah? 
70 Jeff it is really scary.  
71 Gary is it? 
72 Jeff yeah,  
  my brother got scared. 
73 Gary your brother got scared? 
74 Jeff yeah. 
75 Gary he's not the one that always gets drunk and  hits you  
  when he's drunk?  
76 Jeff the one who wakes me up at like two o'clock  in  
  the morning. 
 
 
77  Gary so what's your favourite cocktail Jeff? 
78 Jeff .t favourite cocktail?  
79  ... 
80 Gary alcoholic.  
81 Jeff Long Island Ice Tea?  
82  ... 
83 Gary yeah? 
84 Jeff [yeah].  
85 Gary [do you] not like Jäger Bomb? 
86   ((laughs)) 
87 Jeff Jäger Bomb?  
88 Gary Jäger Bomb.  
89   ((laughter)) 
90    you not like Jäger Bomb. 
91 Jeff I have never tried it.  
92 Gary have you not? 
93 Jeff no, 
94  I was- 



 

 

95  I was just watching a TV programme,  
96  someone had a Jäger Bomb.  
97 Gary all right. 
98  a really nice drink.  
99 Jeff m-hm.  
100 Gary what you do is you get Jägermeister,  
101  I'm sure you've heard of that,  
102      who is listening to the tape.  
103 Jeff ((laughs)) 
104 Gary Jägermeister,  
105  mmh. 
106      ... 
107  yeah.  
108  and uh, 
109      then you [get] some red bull,  
110 Jeff [yeah].  
111 Gary and you put loads of Jägermeister in the r ed  
  bull, drink it and then you get a Jäger Bomb.  
112  ((laughter)) 
113 Jeff which we're looking forward to. 
114  we're watching ladder forty-nine. 
115 Gary what's that? 
116 Jeff ladder forty-nine. 
117 Gary ladder forty-nine? 
118 Jeff yeah. 
119  with Joaquin Phoenix and eh,  
120 Gary yeah.   
121 Jeff John Tra, 
122  and they-  
123  they were drinking Jäger Bombs in (shots), 
124  drinking beer. 
125  ... 
126 Gary all right. 
127 Jeff and there was some woman,   
128  bet some man to drinken it. 
129 Gary so it's a beer and Jägermeister? 
130 Jeff yeah. 
131 Gary in one glass? 
132 Jeff yeah. 
133 Gary that sounds really disgusting. 
134 Jeff and they're like having a competition- 
135 Gary cos Jägermeister isn't really that master drink.  
136  it tastes bitter.  
137  imagine that with beer. 
138 Jeff I think it could be quite nice actually.  
139 Gary oooh.  
140 Jeff never tried it.  
141  I wouldn't do it. 
142 Gary exactly, you shouldn't try that sort of st uff.  
143  ... 
144  so, are you enjoying your life at the moment J eff?  
145 Jeff it's okay.  



 

 

146  looking for a job to pay for my holiday. 
147 Gary all right.  
148  where are you go on holiday? 
149 Jeff to JAMAICA. 
150  ((laughter)) 
151  and uhm yeah looking at universities as well. 
152  [that]'s a bit boring. 
153 Gary [yeah].  
154  have you spoken to your love one in Canada rec ently?  
155 Jeff eh, couple of weeks ago.  
156 Gary it was her birthday recently wasn't it? 
157 Jeff God knows.  
158 Gary Christina Grant’s?   
159 Jeff God knows.  
160 Gary that's her name.  
161 Jeff so she'd be twenty-one now?   
162 Gary yes. 
163  I haven't spoken to Carolina. 
164  ((laughter))  
165 Jeff no probl[em].  
166 Gary [no]. 
167  I'm going to marry her. 
168 Jeff going to marry her?  
169 Gary not really. 
170 Jeff live here or eh got caught. 
171  ...  
172 Gary she can follow me.   
173 Jeff do I tell you about that random Canadian w e met one  
  night?  
174 Gary no.  
175 Jeff she was talking to me on m s n, 
176  and she started asking me to live with her. 
177 Gary was this when no I think I remember this,  
178  when her dad got really annoyed that we were t alking  

to her. 
179 Jeff it might be her actually. 
180 Gary yeah, cos he seriously start a fight, didn 't he? 
181 Jeff yeah. 
182  ((laughs)) 
183  he wanted to start a fight with me and Dan, bu t eh-  
184 Gary [yeah].  
185 Jeff [she got-]  
186  she- 
187 Gary and we're- 
188  I was like “okay I'm just not here with Britne y.”   
189  ((laughter)) 
190 Jeff she still keeps asking me to live with her  in Canadi- 

 in Canada 
191 Gary Canadia. 
192  ((laughs))  
193 Jeff Canadia. 
194  ((laughter)) 



 

 

195  in Canada.  
196  I was like “no shut up don't even know you met  you  

 once in a drunken night.”  
197  ((laughter)) 
198 Gary oh, this is good for p h d. 
199  ((laughter)) 
200  yeah uh I remember when Dan felt the moon was gone. 
201 Jeff I started talking to him the other day, 
202  and it was just raining at that time, 
203  and he started saying how the rain is frighten ing  

him. 
204 Gary what really? 
205 Jeff yeah. 
206  and then he started saying that when we get a 

hurricane,  
 it's God flushing his toilet.  
207 Gary was he drunk? 
208 Jeff I think he might have been consuming alcoh ol  
  within school premises,  
  but I just .. ignored him.  
209 Gary what like you do? 
210 Jeff shush but not within school premises. 
211 Gary no it’s after school so it’s all right.  
212  ... 
213  what else did Dan do that was funny? 
 
 
214 Jeff that's when he said he had oh had uh five Margaritas.  
215  next person he told it was TEN.  
216 Gary yeah. 
217 Jeff then twelve. 
218 Gary [no it was-] 
219 Jeff [then twenty].  
220 Gary not it wasn't Margaritas.  
221  what's it? 
222  Cosmos? 
223 Jeff yeah Cosmos ain't it? 
224 Gary yeah.   
225  “oh I drank ten Cosmopolitans.” ((imitation)) 
226  next person “oh I drank twenty-one Cosmopolita ns. 

Boys you can vouch for that.”  
227  “uh no we can't.” ((imitation))  
228 Jeff when I met those Scottish people, wearing yellow 

  tank tops ((imitation)) 
229 Gary I know. 
230 Jeff they were our age and they were wearing fo otball  
  tops. 
231 Gary yeah.  
232  oh Dan is such an idiot.   

 I can't imagine this year,  
 when we go- 

233 Jeff that's really bad.  



 

 

234  hopefully he's mature like we.  
235  not that we are maturist. 
236  ((laughter)) 
237 Gary yeah but-   
238  at least like-   
239  oh, I can't believe-  
240  I mean he didn't get on that airplane.  
241 Jeff oh yeah when you sleep.  
242 Gary ((laughs)) 
243  that was really funny.  
244  that's hilarious ((misspelt))  
245  or hilarious.   
246  as I meant to say.  
247 Jeff the temptations of Spanish girls.   
248 Gary I know.  

 
 

249 Gary so what you gonna do on the weekend Jeff? 
250 Jeff () on Saturday.  
251 Gary driving lessons? 
252 Jeff driving lesson tonight.  
253 Gary yeah? 
254 Jeff yeah. 
255 Gary what you doing tonight? 
256 Jeff tonight I'm going to see a film, 

PS I love you?   
257 Gary ye[ah]. 
258 Jeff [star]ing- 
259 Gary why are you watching that?  
260  you're going with a girl or something? 
261 Jeff [eh my sis-] 
262  my sister and mum would watch it.  
263 Gary oh. 
264 Jeff and I'm being worked along to spend time w ith them.  
265 Gary WHAT?   
266  your sister? 
267 Jeff yes, my sister.  
268  ((laughter))  
269 Gary what one? 
270 Jeff the oldest one.  
271 Gary all right. 
272 Jeff yes. 
273 Gary that one.  
274  ((laughs)) 
275 Jeff yeah,  
  the oldest one.  
276 Gary [oh.]  
277 Jeff [shut up.] 
278 Gary that's quite funny. 

  
 


